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A Twist Of Fate. . .

At the age of three, Stephanie Hunter was kidnapped and adopted by her abductor. Now, thirty-four years
later, Stephanie is an independent, creative woman, and the new founder of her own design firm. She's also
on the verge of discovering her true birthright--one that will connect her with a powerful, charismatic man
who is different than any she has known. Contentedly single, Stephanie has learned from experience that
men don't really want strong women like her. . .until she meets Owen Clayton.

. . .A Test Of The Heart

Owen is an architect by profession, and a ladies man by reputation. Abandoned as a child, he has trust issues
when it comes to women--issues that even his loving, adoptive family couldn't heal. Now he's convinced that
playing the field is the safest way to go. But when a secret of the Clayton family's past collides with
Stephanie's search for her biological family, his convictions are fiercely tested. For when Stephanie and
Owen meet, the heat generated between their two lost souls may just lead them home--if they can end a
pricey power struggle, and surrender to passion. . .
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From reader reviews:

Annie Boyd:

This The Secret are generally reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The reason
of this The Secret can be one of several great books you must have is giving you more than just simple
examining food but feed you with information that perhaps will shock your earlier knowledge. This book
will be handy, you can bring it just about everywhere and whenever your conditions in e-book and printed
versions. Beside that this The Secret giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving
you tryout of critical thinking that we all know it useful in your day action. So , let's have it and luxuriate in
reading.

Joshua Johnson:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book mainly book
entitled The Secret your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe
unidentified for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a book then
become one application form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get prior to. The The
Secret giving you a different experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful data for
your better life on this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern this is your body and mind are
going to be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a. Do you want to try this extraordinary
spending spare time activity?

Francis Rutland:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside having friends, fun activity together with family
or just watching TV the whole day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by studying a
book. Ugh, do you think reading a book really can hard because you have to accept the book everywhere? It
okay you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Smartphone. Like The Secret which is
getting the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's find.

John Day:

You can get this The Secret by visit the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it might to be
your solve difficulty if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this publication are various. Not only
by simply written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era just
like now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now,
choose your ways to get more information about your e-book. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.
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